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READY 2 TRADE
a company overview

Julia Allert

LADIES WEAR
JULIA ALLERT
GENERAL MANAGER | DESIGNER |
OWNER

Moldova
About
“JULIA ALLERT” is a European designer brand of
women’s clothing created by a designer from
Moldova.

JULIA.ALLERT.FASHION@GMAIL.COM

The checked geometric shape, laconic palette,
expressive graphics of details, the coordinated
capsule assortment of blouses, trousers, dresses,
jackets, coats and accessories: bags, glasses, belts,
creates a complete and memorable image.

CHIŞINĂU

This is the image of calm confidence, inner balance
and independence.

WWW.JULIAALLERT-B2B.COM/EN/

We use premium fabrics and accessories from
well-known European manufacturers for the
production of collection.

+37 379 808 056
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L. Storojuc

LADIES WEAR

Moldova
About
Brand name: L. Storojuc

EDUARD MATEI
SALES MANAGER

+373 790 872 66
+40 (752) 681 075
LIUDMILASTOROJUC@GMAIL.COM

CHIŞINĂU
WWW.DININIMA.MD/LIUDMILA-STOROJUC/

READY 2 TRADE

Arti Marcale professional team is looking to
complete any work assignment with the highest
effectiveness and strict quality control. For the
brand L. Storojuc, every single item is designed by
our own design team and manufactured both at
our own production unit in Chisinau, Moldova or
on outsource basis for large quantities.
Our own production unit helps us manage the
entire manufacturing process, and due to the
established procedures, we manage to effectively
minimize time and material waste. Arti Marcale’s
philosophy is to promote the image of modern,
active, independent and refined women.
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Amarena Secret

LADIES WEAR
LILIA RANOGAET
GENERAL DIRECTOR

+373 683 330 990
HELLO@PORTAVITA.MD
CHIȘINĂU

Moldova
About
Amarena Secret has 20 years of experience in
producing women’s clothes
The focus is on quality, productivity and technique.
Amarena Secret differentiates through originality.
Dynamic ambitions are what drives our team. Our
employees are young enthusiastic and competent.
Synergy is key in our work and shows through
teamwork and collaboration. Sinergy is the key to
success.

WWW.AMARENASECRET.COM
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Vistline

LADIES WEAR
SIRGII VADIM
GENERAL DIRECTOR

+373 799 060 90
SV_VISTLINE@MAIL.RU
ANASTASIA CERNOPIOROVA

Moldova
About
The brand "VISTLINE" was established in 2001 and
since then, it has specialized in making ladies coats
and jackets, fabrics and high-quality supplies.
Vistline factory produces spring-summer and
autumn-winter coats, jackets and blazers. Always
created in a huge variety of designs and colors,
serving both as a garment that aims to keep warm,
as well as a clothing item that defines the style,
the elegance and personality of the woman who
wears it.

DESIGN & SALES

+37368803176
ANASTASYA.CHE@GMAIL.COM

CHIŞINĂU
WWW.DININIMA.MD/VISTLINE/
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Balunova

LADIES WEAR

LIUDMILA BABAIAN
SALES MANAGER

+375 29 801 55 57
PR@BALUNOVA.NET
BREST
WWW.BALUNOVA.NET

READY 2 TRADE

Belarus
About
Balunova is intellectual, refined and laconic,
embodying democratic ease in combination with
comfort. The brand distinguishes by a selective
approach to creating its own unique style. For
example, by an unusual adjusted cut, sensual lines,
high-quality materials, and well-chosen colors for
each season.
The main creator and inspirer of the brand of the
same name is a professional fashion designer Larysa Balunova. From collection to collection,
Larysa Balunova clearly adheres to a single
philosophy when creating clothes - this is an
opportunity to give each woman a feeling of
confidence and stability, to feel beautiful and
desired, and also to emphasize the beauty of her
inner world and individuality.
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Lakbi

LADIES WEAR
RUSLAN VLADIMIROVICH BALUNOV
GENERAL DIRECTOR

+375 162 53 89 89
+375 29 319 59 19 (WhatsApp)
MARKETING@LAKBI.COM
BREST
WWW.LAKBI.COM/EN
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Belarus
About
Lakbi is:
Fashionable, original, freedom of expression,
designer clothes for a confident, active, successful
women who keep up to date and love to attract
attention with their impeccable style.
A combination of different textures, fashionable
colors, exclusive prints and decors, a perfect fit.
5 collections per year: Autumn-Winter, Spring,
Summer, Evening, Lakbi Home. Each collection
features more than 100 items in various styles:
casual, business, sport, outerwear and evening
wear.
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Lea Lea

LADIES WEAR
MIKHAIL GODYAEV
GENERAL DIRECTOR

+375 295 191 999

Belarus
About
In the world of global industrialization, the brand
Lea Lea is a conscious step in creating beautiful,
stylish and designer collections made with
infinitive love to the customer. Do what you love
and love what you do is the essential motto of our
design studio.

BREST

The studio Lea Lea is trying to reach perfection
when creating its collections, that’s why we pay so
much attention to the quality of the materials we
use. Our studio is run by professionals who have
bound their lives with fashion and design.

WWW.LEALEA.BY/EN

Lightness in perception of life, velocity of time and
desire for comfort find reflection in our collections.

LEALEA.STUDIO@MAIL.RU
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Atelier Morozov

LADIES WEAR
ELIZAVETA MOROZOVA
SALES MANAGER

+375 297 213 614
MAIL@MOROZOV.COM
NICKOLIA MOROZOV
CREATIVE DIRECTOR

+486 982 668 27
MOROZOV@MOROZOV.COM

Belarus
About
Fashion House Nickolia Morozov invites
companies for cooperation to open single-brand
boutiques and branded sections.
Since 1997, Nickolia Morozov annually produces
copyright collections of women's clothing. Which
are made using unique labor-intensive processes.
Only high-quality materials and copyright prints
are used.
Morozov offers a wide range of items of designer
women’s clothing of the higher middle segment.
Small series of accessories all at reasonable prices
with a high level of service, an individual approach
are one of their unique features.

BREST
WWW.MOROZOV.COM
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Vladini

LADIES WEAR | BUSINESS
VARVARA SILIVESTRAVA
DIRECTOR

+375 29 721 05 90
TATSIANA YERASHENKAVA
SALES MANAGER

+375 29 227 30 35
IVAN SILIVESTRAU
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

+375 29 298 53 53
MARKET@VLADINI.BY
ADMIN@VLADINI.BY

Belarus
About
Vladini was founded in 2007 and specializes in the
production of City Chic women's clothing. The
company produces two seasonal collections a year
– Spring and Summer and Fall, as well as a Limited
edition collection called Celebration.
Vladini values professionalism and works with a
highly qualified team. It has a corporate culture
based on lean manufacturing and a responsible
attitude at all stages: from development and
production of a garment, to implementation and
delivery to the customer.
Vladini is a place of femininity and elegance.
Luxury with the right cut and the right accessories
that will always be in style. In the spirit of the
unique Audrey Hepburn in “Breakfast at Tiffany”,
which embodies modern urban chic.

BREST
WWW.VLADINI.BY
READY 2 TRADE
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CONTACT US
CBI | Central Bureau for Promotion of Import
+31 886 024 300
contact-us@cbi.eu
www.cbi.eu
EU4 Business
info@eu4business.eu
www.eu4business.eu
ITC | International Trade Centre
+41 227 300 111
info@intracen.org
www.Intracen.org

